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Thinker 
•!See and use mathematics as a way of 
thinking 
•!Show initiative 
•!Demonstrate critical thinking skills 
•!Use mathematics as a way of thinking 
critically and problem solving 
•!Participate in open-ended investigations 
•!Make hypotheses and analyse data 
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Reflective 

•!See the role of mathematics within society 
•!See the everyday uses we put our 
mathematical knowledge to 
•!Evaluate methods and results 
•!Appraise their own personal performance 
•!Set targets for improvement 
•!Think about how and what they have learned 
to improve in Maths 
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Inquirer 

•! Ask questions, pose problems of real world issues and 
search for answers 
•! Research tasks and explore mathematical issues that 
impact their daily lives 
•! Hypothesise and design 
•! Develop their natural curiosity and show internal 
motivation 
•! Are well organised in assignments, data collection and 
materials 
•! Always look for new ways to solve problems 
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Caring 

•!Apply mathematics to human and 
environmental problems 
•!Listen to others as they explain their thinking 
•!Help others to learn 
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Principled 

•!Answer all parts of a problem 
•!Show their working using their own thinking 
and reasoning 
•!Acknowledge sources of information 
•!Use resources and equipment appropriately 
and responsibly 
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Balanced 

•!Work individually, in pairs, and in groups 
•!Use their time and resources wisely 
•!Utilise a range of learning approaches and 
practical skills while learning mathematics 
•!Appreciate mathematics can be an aesthetic 
experience 
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Communicator 
•! Use and understand mathematical language 
•! See mathematics as a language in its own right 
•! Use mathematics as a way of communicating 
•! Participate in collaborative learning 
•! Present data in a variety of ways 
•! Report on their findings (orally, in writing, 
diagrammatically, and by using technology) 
•! Engage in discussions, debates, and explanations 
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Knowledgeable 
•!Show comprehension of mathematical 
concepts 
•!Discuss mathematical issues 
•!Apply mathematical concepts to unfamiliar 
situations and everyday life 
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Risk-taker 
•! Are willing to risk being wrong 
•! Venture beyond their comfort zone 
•! Articulate and defend their ideas 
•! Accept challenges 
•! Explore unfamiliar ideas and surroundings 
•! Construct their own meaning through ever‐
increasing levels of abstraction 
•! Approach new problems and concepts with courage 
•! Are excited to learn new things 
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Open-minded 
•!Consider new points of view 
•!Value different approaches to mathematics 
•!Use a variety of strategies 
•!Accept that other perspectives and solutions 
may also be valid 


